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Dear Dead Person Short Fiction
Indeed, the world building in Astria Ascending is so strong that I would love to read fiction (or, you know, play more games) set in this fascinating universe. At the beginning of the game, the player ...

Astria Ascending
Nothingness provides Harrow with its most consistent drumbeat. Sentimental language, our profit-maximizing society, and the ravaged world it has left behind: All must be purged before new life can ...

The Prophet of Nothingness
These creatures, the other still-living Lasts, were especially dear to me. I knew they sensed ... He is the author of the short fiction collection “Gay Zoo Day” and his creative work has ...

The Secrets of the Last Greenland Shark
Ellen Adams has made the 2021 CBC Nonfiction Prize longlist for Are You Still Dead This Summer? 28 writers make the 2021 CBC No ...

Are You Still Dead This Summer? by Ellen Adams
American Janice Deal signed up for a fiction ... a deer could jump into his arms was stupid. Dummy, he thought. He opened his eyes. Look how it just stood there staring at him! No wonder people ...

The Moth Short Story Prize 2021: Read the winning story chosen by Ali Smith
His uncanny writing bears witness to the early stages of capitalism offering a glimpse of the natural world before modernity.

Adalbert Stifter’s Disappearing World
The Disney formula has become so deeply entrenched in pop culture that it can be difficult for the studio to surprise its fans. However, every so often, the Mouse House throws us a cinematic curveball ...

Disney Movie Moments That Stunned Audiences
The premise of Grievers is a crucial one: that perhaps in our mourning, we do not just grieve the dead ... fiction. While writing Grievers, I first asked myself: Who are the Black people ...

adrienne maree brown on Why ‘All Organizing Is Science Fiction’
These gripping book club picks for 2021 will spark thoughts and opinions from everyone around the real – or virtual – table.

Discover, discuss and debate the top book club books for 2021
Climate fiction, or cli-fi for short, has emerged as an increasingly ... futurism focuses on the perspectives of differently abled people, and affords an opportunity to imagine a more accessible ...

From Afrofuturism to ecotopia: A climate-fiction glossary
Compared to general games, they are often short ... of a person who lives in the village, and the overwhelming sense of loss you feel while exploring the abandoned remains is palpable. Dear ...

The Joy of Walking in Games
Bennett Madison used fake emails to submit 25 letters to Slate's Dear Prudence column starting ... it felt like a tiny form of resistance to engage in fiction that was at its heart completely ...

Brooklyn writer reveals how he got 12 FAKE Dear Prudence advice letters published
It’s not hard to see, between the lines of that aesthetic, the ethos of “Harrow,” her first novel since “The Quick and the Dead,” a finalist ... “Harrow” is a short novel but a ...

Review: Joy Williams’ first novel in decades is an astonishing end-times parable
She received calls from people reporting a dead horse, a dead mule, a dead deer and a dead elk alongside the road. You could understand people having difficulty identifying the animal, but then the ...

A quiet New Year’s with UFOs and a headless deer
“I am planning to get my Covid vaccine shot this week” I told a very dear ... Covid – people who would have been alive today, if not for this damn virus. With several million dead around ...

Between Vaccine and the Ventilator
Today’s science fiction ... helps people anticipate how innovations might be used for good or ill in daily life. Take Isaac Asimov’s novels and short stories about robots coexisting with ...

Dear Science Fiction Writers: Stop Being So Pessimistic!
There are so many twists and turns, dear ... s fiction, the shining hero on horseback may be the most wretched cretin of them all, while the dandy of a prince, despised by his own people, is ...

‘The Wisdom Of Crowds’ Review: Make Of Your Heart A Stone
Everybody thinks Connor has written it to his friend Evan, and bumbling Evan finds it easier to go along with the fiction ... t call “Dear Evan Hansen” understated for most of its running time; it’s a ...
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